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Synthesis and characterization of single-wall carbon nanotube–amorphous
diamond thin-film composites
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Thin-film single-wall carbon nanotube~SWNT! composites synthesized by pulsed laser deposition
~PLD! are reported. Ultrahard, transparent, pure-carbon, electrically insulating, amorphous diamond
thin films were deposited by PLD as scratch-resistant, encapsulating matrices for disperse,
electrically conductive mats of SWNT bundles.In situ resistance measurements of the mats during
PLD, as well asex situ Raman spectroscopy, current–voltage measurements, spectroscopic
ellipsometry, and field-emission scanning electron microscopy, are used to understand the
interaction between the SWNT and the highly energetic~;100 eV! carbon species responsible for
the formation of the amorphous diamond thin film. The results indicate that a large fraction of
SWNT within the bundles survive the energetic bombardment from the PLD plume, preserving the
metallic behavior of the interconnected nanotube mat, although with higher resistance. Amorphous
diamond film thicknesses of only 50 nm protect the SWNT against wear, providing scratch hardness
up to 25 GPa in an optically transmissive, all-carbon thin-film composite. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1506947#
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Single-wall carbon nanotubes~SWNTs! exhibit excep-
tional mechanical,1–3 electronic,4 thermal, and optical
properties5 which are envisioned for new generations
strong, lightweight, multifunctional composites. SWNT a
currently being explored in bulk polymer and metal–mat
composites with key difficulties encountered in dispers
the nanotubes and forming strong bonds to the ma
material.6–8 In this report, pulsed laser deposition@~PLD!, a
versatile method for thin-film synthesis# is explored to en-
capsulate SWNT in a thin-film composite. Purified SWN
were sprayed from solution and dried to form disperse, e
trically conductive interconnected mats on SiO2 and Si sub-
strates. Interconnected mats of SWNT exhibit pseudome
lic behavior for a wide range of temperatures and app
fields,9 and might be used to lend electrical conductivi
electrostatic protection, and thermal dissipation paths in
trices of polymers and other materials. In this study, a ma
of amorphous diamond@tetrahedrally coordinated amorphou
carbon (ta-C)]10,11was deposited by PLD to encapsulate t
SWNT mats, forming a pure-carbon nanocomposite. T
amorphous diamond film is intended to provide a ha
scratch-resistant, transparent, and electrically insulating c
ing for the electrically conductive, disperse mats of SWN
and serve as an abrasion-resistant barrier to ambient g
and liquids, which have been observed to strongly influe
the electronic properties of SWNT.12,13

The SWNTs were synthesized by laser vaporization14 of
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a Dylon® target~with 1 at. % of Ni and Co each as catalyst!
in a tube furnace at 1150 °C and 500 Torr argon~flowing at
200 sccm!. The SWNT were purified from amorphous ca
bon and metallic catalyst particles by a procedure which
volves etching for 16 h in 3 M HNO3 in H2O, followed by
rinsing, drying, and subsequent oxidation for up to 90 min
;500 °C.15,16 Energy dispersive x-ray analysis and therm
gravimetric analysis indicate that less than 0.5 wt. % of
sidual metal catalyst particles remain in the purified SWN

The purified SWNT were dispersed in distilled dichlor
ethane~DCE! at concentrations of about 1mg/ml and spray
deposited onto Si and SiO2 ~Suprasil fused silica! substrates
with a commercial airbrush apparatus@see Fig. 1~a!#. The
SWNT/DCE solution was sonicated during the spraying p
cess to inhibit SWNT aggregation while a motorizedx–z
stage was used to move the airbrush nozzle parallel to
substrate to obtain uniform SWNT dispersal on the s
strates. By adjusting the spray duration, solvent concen

FIG. 1. Field-emission scanning electron microscopy images of~a! an un-
coated SWNT mat on a Si substrate deposited by spray deposition of SW
in dichloroethane, and~b! a SWNT/ta-C composite.
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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tion, nozzle pressure, and spraying strategy, the diamete
the bundles as well as the areal density of the interconne
SWNT mats could be controlled, thereby adjusting the re
tance of the coating.

The nanotube laden substrates were then subjecte
PLD conditions optimized for amorphous diamond film fo
mation in a vacuum.17 An ArF-excimer laser irradiated~en-
ergy densityF;1.8 J/cm2) a pyrolytic graphite target in
vacuum (;1025 Torr), generating C1 ions with most-
probable kinetic energies ranging from 80–100 eV as m
sured with an ion probe.18 These fast carbon ions and ne
trals, along with slower C2 and C3 molecules, have sufficien
kinetic energy to form amorphous diamond films on Si
SiO2 substrates. However, it was unclear whether adhe
films of amorphous diamond could be formed on webs
interconnected SWNT bundles which comprise up to 40%
the areal coverage~as shown in Fig. 1!. After PLD in a
vacuum~at d57 cm), of film thicknesses between 10 and
nm @at rates of about 0.1 nm/s~0.01 nm/laser shot!#, adherent
films were found to conformally coat the SWNT in transpa
ent, hard thin films as shown in Fig. 1~b!.

An HP 4156A Precision Semiconductor Parameter A
lyzer was first used to measure the current–voltage (I –V)
characteristics of interconnected SWNT mats on SiO2 sub-
strates. Contact to the nanotube mat was made using ev
rated Al pads on the SiO2 which were deposited before nan
tube spraying. All mats exhibited metallic behavior f
applied voltages between210 and110 V, however depend
ing upon the areal density of the nanotubes forming the m
resistances were varied between 15 kV and 1 MV over 1 cm
distances. A Keithley 195 System digital multimeter mo
tored the resistance of the SWNT matin situ during deposi-
tion of the ta-C film, while the Al pads and contact lead
were shielded from the PLD plume. In each case, an in
rapid increase in the resistance was observed after eac
the first 5–10 PLD pulses which was probably caused by
desorption or damage of some of the SWNTs by the imp
of the energetic carbon ions and neutrals. The resistance
tinued to increase slowly over the first few nm of film thic
ness, and then stabilize or decrease with further deposi
I –V curves were then remeasuredex situ, and metallic be-
havior was again observed for the coated mats, however
resistance ranged from a factor of 3 to a factor of 104 higher
after ta-C film deposition ~resistances from 45 kV to
104 MV). By comparison, resistances for pureta-C films
were 63105 MV over a distance of 1 cm. In general, ma
consisting of high areal densities and thicker bundles
SWNT resulted in smaller increases in resistance after de
sition. In each case, the metallic behavior of the SWNT m
was preserved.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements of a pureta-C
film and a representativeta-C/SWNT composite film~on a
Si substrates! are shown in Fig. 2~a!, which assumes a Tauc
Lorentz model with variable surface void fraction to accou
for surface roughness.19 First, the pureta-C film is of high
quality, with a high (n.2.5) index of refraction and low
absorption across the visible, corresponding to a band ga
1.84 eV and a hardness of;40 GPa.18 The effective medium
comprised of ta-C with embedded SWNTs exhibits
slightly lower refractive index and the expected higher a
Downloaded 09 Sep 2002 to 128.219.37.73. Redistribution subject to A
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sorptivity. However, good optical access to the embed
nanotubes is achieved sincek50.19 at 500 nm~close to 514
nm used for Raman probing! for the composite film, corre-
sponding to an absorption coefficient of 48 000 cm21 and an
80% transmission through the 50 nm thick film.

Resonant Raman spectra from the SWNT mats be
and afterta-C film deposition are shown in Fig. 3. Althoug
decreased in magnitude, the characteristic tangential
breathing modes~TM and BM, respectively! are preserved
indicating that a large fraction of SWNT survive the ene
getic deposition process. The Raman spectrum of
ta-C/SWNT composite in Fig. 3~b! displays a combination
of the SWNT TM and a broad ‘‘G-band’’ from the amor-
phous diamond coating. Depending on the areal density
the SWNTs beforeta-C film deposition the TM mode fea
ture in the composite film ranges from barely observable
very pronounced@as in Fig. 3~b!#. A slight redshift of both
the Raman BM and TM signals from the SWNTs was o
served and is counterintuitive to the expected compres
strain of the SWNT from theta-C film.

Figure 4 summarizes a model forta-C/SWNT film for-
mation consistent with the experimental results. High-ene
C1 ions and neutrals during PLD introduce defects in t
upper layers of the SWNT bundles, affecting interconn
tions between bundles in the mats, resulting in the increa
mat resistance. Kinetic model simulations with a Mon
Carlo TRIM code estimated a;1 nm penetration depth fo
100 eV C1 ions into SWNT bundles~estimated 1.33 g/cm3

density!. Hence, defects should be located within a few u
per layers of a SWNT bundle. After the first few nm o

FIG. 2. ~a! A comparison of the real~n! and imaginary~k! parts of the
complex refractive index for a SWNT/ta-C composite film and a pureta-C
film ~from spectroscopic ellipsometry!. ~b! Wear tests using a steel ball~15
GPa load! for two uncoated SWNT mats~triangles! and oneta-C-coated
SWNT mat~circles! as measured by resistance of the mats over 1 cm
tances.

FIG. 3. Raman spectra of the SWNT mat usingl5514 nm excitation.~a!
Radial BM with and withoutta-C coating.~b! TM with and withoutta-C
coating, and Raman spectra of a pureta-C film.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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amorphous diamond film formation, which requires the c
ation of an interfacial layer and reordering of thesp2 bonds,
the SWNT bundles should be protected from further dama
Thinner bundles thereby experience a higher defect r
than thicker bundles. High areal densities, where parts
some bundles are shielded by others on top of them, lea
a lower ratio of damaged nanotubes.

The synthesized composites were tested for wear re
tance and scratch hardness. A steel test ball~2 g load, ap-
proximately 1.231023 mm2 contact area, load;15 GPa!
was moved across the SWNT mats on SiO2 with and without
protective amorphous diamond coatings while the resista
of the mats was monitoredin situ. As shown in Fig. 2~b!, the
uncoated SWNT mats show a drastic increase in resista
after even one wear cycle. The resistance slowly satur
when the number of wear cycles exceeded 20. Scanning e
tron microscopy of the unprotected mat after wear test
showed that the thicker bundles were preferentially remo
during the first few wear cycles, followed by the subsequ
removal of thinner bundles. At the point of saturating res
tance, only very thin bundles and single tubes were left
the surface to maintain conductivity of the mat. On the ot
hand, theta-C/SWNT composite films showed high we
resistance compared to the uncoated mats. No increase i
resistance could be observed for up to 30 wear cyc
Scratch hardnesses of up to 25 GPa were measured fo
ta-C/SWNT composite films on Si using a diamond scra
tester with a spherical diamond tip of 75mm and loads be-
tween 10 and 100 g.

The results indicate that PLD can be used to form ult
hard, transparent, pure-carbon amorphous diamond thin fi
as matrices to encapsulate and provide scratch resistanc

FIG. 4. Schematic of the proposed model for the formation of the SWN
amorphous diamond thin-film composite using PLD.~a! Damaging of the
SWNT bundle due to the impact of the fast carbon ions and neutrals~b!
Formation of an interfacial layer and build up of theta-C coating.
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electrically conductive, disperse mats of SWNT. Moreov
PLD most often is performed in background gases wh
incident kinetic energies are far lower~,1 eV!. PLD there-
fore appears to provide a versatile method to incorpor
SWNT or nanowires into thin films for the exploration o
multifunctional thin-film composites.
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